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A
major manufacturer of lacrosse equipment wanted to 

test the durability of its lacrosse sticks in game-like 

settings to ensure they could withstand the use, and abuse, 

without breaking and creating a danger on field. The firm 

wanted a machine that could automatically test equipment. It 

also needed to mimic human reactions when striking station-

ary objects. In other words, the driving force on the stick had 

to stop quickly when an immovable object was hit, just like a 

player would stop his swing if he slammed it into a goal post.

The company soon teamed with Automation Design Corp. 

(automateddesign.com), Romeoville, Ill., a company that has 

developed and manufactured a host of automated testing 

machines for sports equipment. The final testing “robot” con-

sists of a Yaskawa SGMGV-13 servo motor, GAM EPL-W-084-

003G planetary reducer with servo adaptor, the Force Control 

Posidyne clutch-brake, and an encoder.

When it’s in action, the motor drives a lacrosse stick into an 

anvil at up to 130 mph thousands of times per day. The oil shear 

clutch-brake from Force Control Industries (www.forcecontrol.

com), Fairfield, Ohio, disengages the motor when the stick hits 

an anvil or slams its mid-stick section into a post (to simulate a 

stick-on-stick hit).

A servo running into the 

input of the clutch-brake lets 

the equipment maker decide 

at what degree they want the 

clutch to be released, at which 

point the stick goes into  “free 

fall” mode, bouncing around 

within its arc until the clutch 

is re-engaged and the process 

repeated.

“The advantage of the oil-

shear clutch is that it gives us 

accurate, repeatable position-

ing,” says Automation Design 

Project Manager Joe Bitsky. 

“No matter how many times we 

engage the clutch, it stays in a 

consistent position.”

Oil-shear technology also 

OIL-SHEAR CLUTCH-BRAKE 
Lets Lacrosse Stick  

Swing Realistically

A lacrosse-stick testing machine uses a shear-oil clutch-brake to real-

istically slam a lacrosse stick into an anvil to test the stick itself and it 

can be used to test protective gear, such as these shoulder pads.

The drive on the test device includes a Yaskawa servo motor (black), GAM gear reducer (silver with blue 

stripe), and the clutch-brake from Force Control (blue).

www.forcecontrol.com

http://www.forcecontrol.com
http://www.forcecontrol.com
http://www.forcecontrol.com
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ensures the test stand can operate con-

tinuously, without adjustment. It lets a 

film of automatic-transmission fluid 

flow between the friction surfaces. 

Then, when the clutch is engaged, that 

fluid gets compressed. Particles in the 

fluid transmit torque to the other side 

when they are in shear. This torque 

turns the stationary surface, bringing 

it up to the same speed as the moving 

surface. Because most of the work is 

done by fluid particles in shear, there is 

little wear in the short time it takes for 

the surfaces to actually meet or “lock 

up.” And when they do lock up, it is a 

“cushioned” engagement that reduces 

shock to the motor and extends its 

service life.

Unlike dry clutches,  the totally 

enclosed oil-shear clutch is impervious 

to external elements in wet, dusty, or 

dirty environments. 

In addition to transmitting torque, 

the fluid dissipates heat, thanks to a 

patented fluid recirculation system, 

and keeps all components lubricated. 

“The system has been operating for 

just over three years,” says Bitsky. “And 

we’ve never had a single call from the 

customer.”

Bitsky estimates the company’s two 

lacrosse-testing machines have over a 

million cycles on them and continue 

to operate without incident. In fact, 

the versatile design and precise posi-

tioning and repeatability of the clutch-

brake let the test stands be used for 

throw testing, part of the durability 

testing regimen for lacrosse balls.

“When we’re not banging lacrosse 

sticks, we use the test stand for throw 

studies,” he says. “We want to be able 

to make it spin any way we want — and 

the clutch lets us do that.” �

POWERING IMPLANTS with Ultrasound

MEDICAL RESEARCHERS WOULD like to implant small electronic devices inside patients 

to monitor certain biological parameters or to deliver treatment and relieve pain. A major 

stumbling block in these efforts, however, is devising a way to power those implants with-

out using bulky batteries that make the implant too large or running wires from the outside 

into the implant, an approach that risks infection.

Engineers at Stanford University (www.stanford.edu) have come up with a way of 

remotely powering up implants using 

ultrasound. Ultrasound has proven 

medically safe and is used in several 

biomedical applications including 

fetal and cardiac imaging. It also 

packs enough energy to power 

small, millimeter-sized devices.

The key is in the implant. It houses a 

piezoelectric “power plant” consisting 

of a small piece of piezoelectric mate-

rial. Each pulse of ultrasound puts 

mechanical energy into the material, 

which converts it into electricity. The 

electricity runs sensors or is delivered to the patient in a series of small shocks to alleviate 

pain at its source. The electricity can also power a transmitter to send biometric data to 

healthcare workers or signal that a task is finished.

The current prototype is about the size of the head of a ballpoint pen. The research 

team wants to shrink this by a factor of 10. One reason for the smaller device would be to 

implant a network of sensors in the brains of animals and humans to get more information 

on neural processing. �

This prototype of an implantable wireless medical 

device is powered by remotely using ultrasound.

www.forcecontrol.com

http://www.diequa.com
http://www.forcecontrol.com

